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Growing Up with a Single Parent 2009-07-01
nonwhite and white rich and poor born to an unwed mother or weathering divorce over half of all children in the current generation will live in a single parent family and these children simply will not
fare as well as their peers who live with both parents this is the clear and urgent message of this powerful book based on four national surveys and drawing on more than a decade of research growing
up with a single parent sharply demonstrates the connection between family structure and a child s prospects for success what are the chances that the child of a single parent will graduate from high
school go on to college find and keep a job will she become a teenage mother will he be out of school and out of work these are the questions the authors pursue across the spectrum of race gender and
class children whose parents live apart the authors find are twice as likely to drop out of high school as those in two parent families one and a half times as likely to be idle in young adulthood twice as
likely to become single parents themselves this study shows how divorce particularly an attendant drop in income parental involvement and access to community resources diminishes children s
chances for well being the authors provide answers to other practical questions that many single parents may ask does the gender of the child or the custodial parent affect these outcomes does having
a stepparent a grandmother or a nonmarital partner in the household help or hurt do children who stay in the same community after divorce fare better their data reveal that some of the advantages
often associated with being white are really a function of family structure and that some of the advantages associated with having educated parents evaporate when those parents separate in a
concluding chapter mclanahan and sandefur offer clear recommendations for rethinking our current policies single parents are here to stay and their worsening situation is tearing at the fabric of our
society it is imperative the authors show that we shift more of the costs of raising children from mothers to fathers and from parents to society at large likewise we must develop universal assistance
programs that benefit low income two parent families as well as single mothers startling in its findings and trenchant in its analysis growing up with a single parent will serve to inform both the
personal decisions and governmental policies that affect our children s and our nation s future

A Single Mother, a Few Perspectives... ... and Anyone Else That Is a Single Parent 2012-12-19
are you looking for a single parent guide written by an author who understand and shares your experience are you a single mother by choice are you looking for single mother assistance or single
mother help would you like to learn about single motherhood does it seem difficult being a single parent in general if you are able to answer yes to any of the above questions regarding single
parenthood then a single mother a few perspectives and anyone else that is a single parent is the book for you this incredible self help book uses valuable strategies to assist single parents in
maximizing their time energy and resources so they can make the most of their lives for themselves and their children an excellent parent education manual

The Single-parent Family 1994
one in three american households with children under the age of 18 is now headed by a single parent kennedy formerly of sesame street magazine and king of working parents offer advice on a wide
range of issues from the importance of making time for yourself to the practical details of household management

Single Parents 1999
single parents offers an overview of this growing phenomenon the problems faced by single parent families and their impact on society topics include men and women as single parents single mother
families and poverty the legal system and single parents gay and lesbian parents moral issues and the effects of growing up in a single parent family the experiences of single parents in other countries
are also discussed this volume lists numerous resources among them federal government programs state statutes concerning child custody and adoption private and public organizations a guide to
literature films and videos and information on the internet



Families with a Single Parent 2020-07-15
each family is unique sometimes families only have one parent and that s ok many children in the united states live with one parent some families with one parent are surrounded by positive
circumstances whereas others face difficulties such as a lack of childcare and poverty this guidebook explores the joys hardships and complexities of life with a single parent it touches upon different
situations that might lead to a single parent household it explores ways in which children can better understand their feelings and overcome obstacles related to growing up in a single parent lifestyle

The Smart & Easy Guide To Single Parenting 2013-10-22
anyone who has a child knows that parenting is one of the hardest jobs there is today s parent faces more struggles and pressures than ever before and more and more households are single parent
households which make this already tough job even more of a challenge the smart easy guide to single parenting provides an honest assessment of the societal changes in family structure the unique
challenges that face single parents as well as how to better manage those challenges and reduce the stresses of raising a child on one s own at the outset the guide discusses the changing definition
that the term single parent has seen over time what follows is the evolution of the increasing inclusiveness of the term at one point in time a single parent was one who s partner had left them or died
consequently leaving them to manage the child rearing and provision of financial security on their own this definition has expanded and now includes the following populations divorced parents widows
or widowers parents who s spouses are overseas or otherwise not in the home for military service or work young or unwed mothers surrogates or single foster or adoptive parents the guide also
describes how the concept of the family has evolved over time for many many years it was more common than not for extended families to live together this meant multiple generations under one roof
parents children grandparents aunts uncles and cousins living together was not at all out of the ordinary over time this began to change and the nuclear family became the norm the nuclear family is
what is often viewed as the traditional family with father mother and children all living under the same roof while to many this is still the ideal situation more and more parents are finding themselves
having to manage child rearing on their own as single parents the smart easy guide to single parenting discusses the risk factors that are often inherent for single parents and their children both single
parents and their children are at greater risk for certain issues as a result of the added stress that managing this burden alone have on people s lives for the child risk factors of being raised by a single
parent include risk of neglect or abuse risk of poverty risk of poor diet and health lack of role models or consistent authority figures reduced academic abilities for the single parent risk factors include
excessive stress financial strain poor health and diet increased change of chemical dependency lack of interpersonal relationships effective strategies of single parents while the guide does touch on
the many risk factors and difficulties that single parents and their children face it does not by any means provide a grim outlook for all single parents and their children the guide provides a wealth of
realistic relatable advice that can help the single parent since financial security is one of the biggest problems facing single parents the guide places a good deal of emphasis on getting one s finances
under control and creating a realistic budget for some there are many aspects of their finances that can be downsized for easier management time is the other key problem facing most single parents
the guide provides a number of key tips for better time management so as to allow the single parent to reduce their stress without faltering on their obligations as a parent and breadwinner while
parenting is never easy being a single parent can be an incredibly daunting challenge in the smart easy guide to single parenting we are shown how the concept of the family has evolved and how a
single parent is defined the guide also touches on the unique challenges facing both the single parent and their child the guide also gives down to earth advice on how single parents can reduce their
stress and make their situation as manageable as possible

Be a Great Single Parent 2010-11-26
be a great single parent teach yourself offers a step by step sensible and jargon free guide to all the things that most concern you from what being a single parent means to you and your child
emotionally how to cope with the practical realities day to day and how to socialise with parents like yourself and benefit from the many support networks available there will be plenty of expert
emotional support and useful advice for fathers mothers and other family members whatever their domestic situation and relevant do s don ts and further resources throughout not got much time one
five and ten minute introductions to key principles to get you started author insights lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for success based on the authors many years of
experience test yourself tests in the book and online to keep track of your progress extend your knowledge extra online articles at teachyourself com to give you a richer understanding of navigating
the role of single parent things to remember quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts



Single Parenting 2016-07-27
it is fair to say that most people don t ever expect to become single parents and it is also safe to say that you are never really prepared for the role however according to u s census records there are
more than 13 6 million single parents in the united states and the number continues to grow it is not just women who are now responsible for the task of raising children by themselves the number of
single fathers is also increasing as a single parent you will be faced with a number of challenges some may surprise you others will be expected the more information you have the easier it will be to
navigate these challenges and successfully transition into the role of a single parent this book is designed to help you navigate the transition successfully we will talk about the emotions you will
probably feel how to find support and how to establish priorities and plan for success we will wrap it all up with a look at why being a single parent can be tremendously rewarding and how to maintain
a positive outlook

Do I Have a Daddy? 1991-01
a single mother explains to her son that his daddy left soon after he was born includes section with suggestions for answering the question do i have a daddy

Single Parents Families 2015-02-03
maybe you ve heard the statistics about children growing up in single parent families according to a lot of the research these kids are more likely to struggle in school have difficulties with the law and
deal with drug and alcohol abuse along with other problems but does growing up with a single parent have to mean these things will happen are these children going to lead worse lives than those with
two parents this book tells the stories of several single parent families their struggles and the things they have learned from their situations these families are not concerned with the statistics but with
making their families and themselves the best they can be

Teens with Single Parents 1997
adjusting to life in a single parent family is a unique experience for many teens margaret a shultz explores the concerns challenges and coping methods of the nearly 18 million young people who live in
single parent families includes chapter notes hotlines or names of helpful organizations further reading list and full index

Single Parenting For Dummies 2003-05-09
welcome to the wild wonderful world of single parenting one of the toughest most thankless jobs in universe the good news is that you re not alone over the last decade the ranks of single parents has
swelled to a whopping ten million in the united states alone forcing business and government to accommodate more of your needs also society s perceptions of single parents have changed it s now
perfectly acceptable even admirable to be a single mom or dad still unless you re independently wealthy and have nothing to do but work at being a perfect parent you can use all the help you can get
in making single parenting work for you and your kids single parenting for dummies to the rescue whether you re already a single parent or soon to become one this warm friendly guide will be a
source of encouragement and ideas packed with proven solutions to most of the challenges single parents face it show you how to balance work and family life develop strong relationships with your
kids help kids adjust to the trauma of divorce manage your time and money develop a successful co parenting plan deal with dating and remarriage raise happy healthy well adjusted kids know when to
seek professional help and how to find it drawing upon their own experiences and expertise and the experiences of single parents whose stories they share throughout the book psychotherapist marion
peterson and bestselling self help author diane warner cover all the bases including adjusting to single parent status managing your time and sharing resources with other single parents avoiding the
five biggest single parent money mistakes keeping close to your kids and considering their point of view developing a co parenting plan and making sure all parties stick to it dealing peacefully with
stepparents and former in laws keeping your cool when resolving parenting problems staying physically and psychologically fit yes you can raise happy healthy well adjusted kids while keeping your
sanity and your health in tact and now single parenting for dummies shows you how



What’s Life Like with a Single Parent? 2018-07-15
families come in all sizes and having a single parent is nothing unusual this book looks at what life is like for a child living with a single parent it touches briefly on the circumstances that may cause a
child to have a single parent including divorce an unmarried parent and the death of a parent the age appropriate text explores questions children may have when living with a single parent and offers
guidance about how to talk about their thoughts and feelings with their parents and others

The Joy of Single Parenting 2009-04-18
this book is about the stigima imposed on single parents as the results of a few single parents who have fallen down and refused to get up it is the author s intent to ignite discussion and ideas on how
we as a people can reach back and help one single parent or the child of a single parent to become all he or she can be towards attaining the ameican dream i hope you enjoy these food for thought and
join me in my mission of changing the life of a child or a single parent

The Triple Bind of Single-Parent Families 2018-03-07
available open access under cc by nc licence this book presents evidence from over 40 countries that shows how single parents face a triple bind of inadequate resources employment and policies
which in combination further complicate their lives

Living with a Single Parent 1992
seventeen children from single parent families describe how they cope with their circumstances

Surviving and Thriving on the Single-Parent Journey 2019-08-23
insightful honest and very down to earth i so wish there had been a book like this when i was a single dad steve legg editor sorted magazine this is a book that comes alongside the reader as a travel
guide and walks through the journey via a step by step approach walking the single parent journey offers the reader a chance for self discovery of coming to terms with the pains and effects of the past
in order to boldly face the challenges that lie ahead the book discusses the everyday struggles and issues that single parents face whilst offering advice and tips on managing and dealing with them
successfully the author encourages the reader to create systems and put strategies in place to help make life easier drawing on her own experiences

Solo Parenting Success: Thriving as a Single Parent 2023-07-07
solo parenting success thriving as a single parent is an empowering guide for single parents navigating the joys and challenges of raising children on their own from building a strong support network
to managing finances fostering healthy relationships and prioritizing self care this comprehensive book offers practical advice heartfelt insights and actionable strategies to help single parents thrive

Single Parent Strong Family 2010-02-26
single parent strong family is an empowering and heartwarming book that takes you on a transformative journey of a single parent navigating the challenges and triumphs of raising a family alone
through a collection of poignant and relatable stories this book explores the highs and lows the joys and struggles of single parenthood while shedding light on the unwavering strength and resilience



that emerges from within from making difficult decisions to the miraculous journey of birth the author delves into the liberating process of letting go and embracing the unexpected each chapter offers
a unique perspective on the trials faced by single parents including the invaluable support of grandparents and the lessons learned from the wisdom they impart the reader is reminded of the
importance of unity and working together as reflected in the swahili proverb a boat doesn t go forward if everyone s rowing their own way as the protagonist navigates changing jobs and rebuilding her
life she also discovers the extraordinary bond with her special child uncovering a wellspring of love and inspiration the book also explores the challenges of finding a new home rewarding the efforts of
children and the complexities of adolescence where the delicate balance between being a mother and a friend is explored with compassion and insight amidst the rollercoaster of emotions the author
paints a vivid picture of the resilience and determination that single parents possess through their unique experiences and personal growth readers are inspired to embrace their own strength and find
solace in the knowledge that they are not alone on this journey single parent strong family is a captivating and empowering read that celebrates the indomitable spirit of single parents reminding us
that love support and the power of family can overcome any obstacle this book is a compelling testament to the strength courage and love that define the single parent journey offering hope
encouragement and a renewed sense of purpose to all who embark on this incredible adventure

Focus on Single-Parent Families 2021-01-06
a groundbreaking collection of writings on the growing phenomenon of single parent families in the united states and how it impacts society as a whole focus on single parent families past present and
future brings together in one volume a range of cutting edge research articles and essays on what has become the most dynamic change in family structure in u s history it is the only resource to make
the most insightful and important work being done on the single parent family phenomena accessible to general readers focus on single parent families helps readers go beyond the stereotypes and
look closely at the complexity of families with one parent and consider their place in society it encompasses the wide variety of households with a single parent a family structure that promises to
continue to grow and diversify throughout the book gauges the impact of the increasing number of single parent families on the nation as a whole particularly in regard to policies concerning family
welfare children s services and health care schools and other essential social institutions

Overcoming Single Parent Obstacles 1999-05
from one parent to another this book will help parents who feel like they were never good enough to being the great parent you are today help parents who had interruptions in your plans or no plans
at all help you plan a great future for you and your baby change your parenting views with encouragement and empowering thoughts of overcoming your single parent obstacles empower parents with
helping their children succeed in open communication encourage a safe place for parents to think outside the box and reach out for help when needed

In Defense of Single-Parent Families 2020-08-01
dowd law u of florida argues that the justifications for stigmatizing single parent families are founded on myths used to rationalize harshly punitive social policies that hit children hardest she says that
many two parent families in fact function as single caregiving environments anyway that the two kind of families have some unique and some common problems that the failure or success of a family
has little to do with its form and that single parent children often grow up with more admirable traits than their more conventional contemporaries she looks hard at how the laws and other policies lay
extra burdens on families and recommends reforms annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

My Single Parent 2014-03-27
families come in all shapes and sizes readers will learn all about single parent families through everyday and relatable situations they may just find out that a single parent family isn t so different from
their own title is complete with sweet colorful photos and easy to read text with bolded glossary terms aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards abdo kids junior is an
imprint of abdo kids a division of abdo



The Soul of a Single Parent 2021-05-29
the the soul of a single parent is a candid up close and personal perspective of my journey as a single parent it is written from a single moms perspective this is not to discount disregard or discredit the
many single fathers who also single handedly choose to do the right thing every day each chapter is but a glimpse of the journey into the soul of a single parent unless you are truly a single parent dont
judge me until you have walked at least a mile in my shoes or spent a whole day no scratch that a whole week in the life of a single parent if you are a single parent i hope you enjoy this literary journey
with me feel free to laugh with me not at me as you read through the pages go ahead sit down and shed a tear of joy or pain with me as i share my world with you more importantly i pray that you gain
further insight and purpose as to your divine role as a single parent each chapter starts with my perspective or a short snippet of coming from where im from then digs deeper to further share my truth
or turning point of my single parent journey are you ready to snapback from single parent paralysis is it time to get your swag on if so then lets begin

Single Parents 1982
this edited volume addresses how single mothers and fathers are represented in novels self help literature daily newspapers film and television as well as within their own narratives in interviews on
social media with proportions varying between countries the number of single parents has been increasing steadily since the 1970s in the western world contributions to this volume analyse how
various societies respond to these parents and family forms through a range of materials methodologies and national perspectives chapters make up three sections to cover single mothers single
fathers and solo mothers single women who became parents through assisted reproductive technologies the authors reveal that single parenthood is divided along the lines of gender and
socioeconomic status with age sexuality and the reason for being a single parent coming into play chapter 11 is available open access under a creative commons attribution 4 0 international license via
link springer com

Do I Have a Daddy? 2011
a single mother explains to her son that his daddy left soon after he was born includes section with suggestions for answering the question do i have a daddy

A Complete Guide for Single Moms 2023-09-26
recent statistics from the u s census bureau show there are 9 9 million single mothers in the united states this number is up from only 3 4 million in 1970 showing that single motherhood is more
common than ever for every mother recently finding herself single or new moms learning how to raise their first child by themselves there are countless things any mother will need to know single
motherhood presents innumerable situations that are much harder to handle without the helping hands of a second parent nearby but one of the best ways to prepare yourself for success as a single
mother is to arm yourself with knowledge about what to expect with single parenting a complete guide for single moms everything you need to know about raising healthy happy children on your own
is for every mother who is learning how to raise children on her own regardless of how you came to be a single mom whether it was through divorce the end of a relationship surrogacy adoption
unplanned pregnancy or by the death of a spouse this book will walk you through the information you need to know to help you and your child adjust to a new lifestyle the book covers what to do when
pregnant and single and how to rely on your family and friends for support and help you will learn the basics of early childcare including what a child needs in its first year from breastfeeding and
nappies to clothing and travel you will learn what to expect as your child grows including the early years of school and the problematic teenage years this book teaches you how to take care of yourself
in addition to your children which includes knowing how to find rest and work your way back into dating you will learn how to prepare yourself for the sacrifices you will be forced to make and how to
handle financial matters while raising a child alone even the difficult topics are covered such as the first times you must discuss with your child why his or her father is not present you will learn when
you can fill in as a father figure when you cannot and what you can do to provide the male influence and support children need during those formative years if your child s father is involved this book
will teach you how to work with him you will learn how to raise a boy as a single mother and find positive role models for your children we have conducted multiple interviews with successful single
mothers as well as with experts in child care to provide a comprehensive outlook on everything you can expect as a single parent on your own from the first few weeks of stress to the later years of
toilet training proper diet allergies health care and learning to talk from conception to graduation the life of a single mother is a trying challenging road to travel with this guide in hand you will have



what you need to raise a healthy happy family

How to Be a Happy Single Parent 2003-01-01
your guide to building a life that s full of joy as a single parent through her own experience of becoming a single parent and in her work founding the leading single parent app frolo zoë desmond heard
the same questions over and over again and found that while backgrounds and family setups may vary single parents everywhere share many of the same concerns the community she founded has
helped thousands of people find a way to not just survive but thrive and this book will do the same for you how to be a happy single parent will help you build a life that is right for you and your
children from surviving the first few weeks to moving on through legal matters co parenting negotiations or finding a helping hand as a solo parent and into dating and navigating work this book will
take you step by step through the first few days weeks months and years of your new life this book is for all single parents the co parents the widow ers the solo mums and dads by choice the solo
adopters and the would be single parents it is the book people will pick up when they think how am i going to do this and the book you ll hand your best friend when they say i need to leave but i don t
know how it is the book that will give you hope and practical guidance when you re feeling overwhelmed by the enormity of what you are navigating tackle the overwhelm and hurdles of single
parenthood head on and give yourself permission to imagine a life that looks different to the one you thought you d have and happier than you d ever thought possible

How to Succeed as a Single Parent 1999-11
diane louise jordan draws from her own experiences as a single parent to produce a deeply encouraging and positive guide with a mixture of practical advice and real life stories this book can offer
something to everyone regardless of how or when they arrived at single parenthood it looks at defining your role as a single parent learning to teach your child self discipline setting boundaries
learning to praise learning how to juggle time and money and introducing a new partner into the family unit

Do I Have a Daddy? 1988-07
a single mother explains to her son that his daddy left soon after he was born includes a section with suggestions for answering the question do i have a daddy

How to Single Parent 2000-11-14
with supportive advice on how to cope with the problems of raising a child alone this warm friendly book also stresses that the single parent should not neglect his or her own needs from the author of
how to parent and how to discipline with love

Surviving Single Parenting 2010-08
with the growing number of single parents each year dawn isenhart provides insight into the world of raising a child on your own whether your are a single mother or single father the basic principles
of this book will offer inspiration wisdom and courage which applies to all single parents in surviving single parenting you will follow a path that will show you how to strengthen yourself deal with your
emotions be aware of your child s feelings structure your life as a single parent survive the difficult times show gratitude for your blessings learn how to make your child and yourself the best you can
be



The Complete Guide to Understanding the Single Parent 1996
when was the last time someone offered you truly thoughtful good advice and not just his or her own two cents when was the last time someone has offered to give you a break from your kids are you
stuck in a situation that you can t seem to get out of and need help trying the complete guide to understanding the single parent is not only for you it s for anyone who is or knows a single parent this
complete guide provides the helpful advice encouragement and support you need to bull find time to relax before you lose your mind bull learn how not to lose your mind bull brush that heap of
judgment off your shoulder bull get out of debt bull and generally learn that you re not alone in your struggles understanding the single parent is easy once you ve been there go there with author nikki
covington from one single parent to another take your life to the next level

Let's Talk about Living with a Single Parent 1999-07-28
examines potential problems and issues that might arise in several different kinds of single parent homes

Positive Discipline for Single Parents, Revised and Updated 2nd Edition 2014-05-12
a positive proven approach to single parenting as a single parent in our complex world you face the challenge of doing alone a job that was meant for two people in addition self doubt and guilt may
dampen the joy you experience raising your child what do you do over the years millions of parents just like you have come to trust jane nelsen s classic positive discipline series for its consistant
commonsense approach to child rearing in this completely revised and updated edition of positive discipline for single parents you ll learn how to succeed as a single parent in the most important job of
your life raising a child who is responsible respectful and resourceful inside this reassuring book you ll discover how to identify potential problems and develop skills to prevent them budget time each
week for family activities create a respectful coparenting relationship with your former spouse use nonpunitive methods to help your children make wise decisions about their behavior and much much
more provides very important information for single parents especially in today s violent society used as a resource it can help parents deal with discipline issues in a positive way and in turn help their
children become responsible citizens judye foy international vice president community relations parents without partners another great resource for both single parents and therapists practical and
enjoyable to read a must for your parenting library stephen sprinkel marriage and family therapist

Single Parent Families 2016-12-02
here is a comprehensive source of vital information on single parent families in contemporary society this book analyzes literature and empirical research concerning single parent families and explores
issues and challenges they face contributing authors from many fields and perspectives examine a broad range of subjects relating to families in which one person is primarily responsible for parenting
the only state of the art compendium on the topic of single parent families available today the book synthesizes empirical theoretical and contemporary literature about the diversity myths and realities
of single parent families in western countries each chapter contains a demographic overview definitions a literature review and implications for practice research education and social policy theoretical
and conceptual perspectives related to parenting and wider families are included an analysis synthesis and commentary on single parent families concludes the volume themes highlighted throughout
the book include socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of single parent families cultural and ethnic features and legal and ethical components some chapter topics include single parenthood
following divorce single parenthood following death of a spouse never married teen mothers and fathers female headed homeless families adoptions by single parents noncustodial mothers and fathers
grandparents as primary parents single parents of children with disabilitiessingle parent families contains additional resources useful for family professionals an annotated bibliography a video
filmography and a national community resource list the book is intended for a multidisciplinary audience including sociologists psychologists health care professionals social workers therapists and
other researchers clinicians policymakers and educators an ideal primary or reference text for undergraduate and graduate level programs the book can also serve as a tool for staff development and
continuing education in service agencies



Single Parent Secrets 1999
being a parent is rewarding but can be extremely challenging and stressful especially as a single parent although you sometimes feel alone in the struggle you are not there are over 15 million single
parent households just in the united states single parent secrets is a survival tool with 20 secrets tips of the most relevant aspects of solo parenting if you sometimes feel overwhelmed and at the end of
your rope parenting alone this book is for you it will inspire and empower you with down to earth tips and information that you can use today to stay balanced more confident and in control of your life
allowing you the opportunity to be the best parent for your child

Everything You Need to Know about Living with a Single Parent 2012-05-16
discusses why some families have only one parent and examines some of the problems that occur in single parent families

Positive Discipline for Single Parents, Revised and Updated 2nd Edition 2009-10
a positive proven approach to single parenting as a single parent in our complex world you face the challenge of doing alone a job that was meant for two people in addition self doubt and guilt may
dampen the joy you experience raising your child what do you do over the years millions of parents just like you have come to trust jane nelsen s classic positive discipline series for its consistant
commonsense approach to child rearing in this completely revised and updated edition of positive discipline for single parents you ll learn how to succeed as a single parent in the most important job of
your life raising a child who is responsible respectful and resourceful inside this reassuring book you ll discover how to identify potential problems and develop skills to prevent them budget time each
week for family activities create a respectful coparenting relationship with your former spouse use nonpunitive methods to help your children make wise decisions about their behavior and much much
more provides very important information for single parents especially in today s violent society used as a resource it can help parents deal with discipline issues in a positive way and in turn help their
children become responsible citizens judye foy international vice president community relations parents without partners another great resource for both single parents and therapists practical and
enjoyable to read a must for your parenting library stephen sprinkel marriage and family therapist

A Success Story of a Single Parent
why you need this book this parenting manual will help you create a symbiotic relationship where the influence among each family member will encourage personal growth of the children as well as the
parent the practices described in this series of writings will help readers structure a plan for their children s education while they enjoy the process and succeed at the same time should you wish to
contact the author you may send him an email at sonnysandiego gmail com mr croudo will be more than happy to address your queries
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